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ABSTRACT. Statistical analysis of data from repeated measures experiments with missing factor combinations encounters 
multiple complications. Data from asynchronous cyclic drought experiments incorporate unequal numbers of drought 
cycles for different sources and provide an example of data both with repeated measures and missing factor combina-
tions. Repeated measures data are problematic because typical analyses with PROC GLM do not allow the researcher 
to compare candidate covariance structures. In contrast, PROC MIXED allows comparison of covariance structures 
and several options for modeling serial correlation and variance heterogeneity. When there are missing factor combi-
nations, the cross-classifi ed model traditionally used for synchronized trials is inappropriate. For asynchronous data, 
some least squares means estimates for treatment and source main effects, and treatment by source interaction effects 
are inestimable. The objectives of this paper were to use an asynchronous drought cycle data set to 1) model an ap-
propriate covariance structure using mixed models, and 2) compare the cross-classifi ed fi xed effects model to drought 
cycle nested within source models. We used a data set of midday water potential measurements taken during a cyclic 
drought study of 15 half-siblings of bigtooth maples (Acer grandidentatum Nutt.) indigenous to Arizona, New Mexico, 
Texas, and Utah. Data were analyzed using SAS PROC MIXED software. Information criteria lead to the selection of 
a model incorporating separate compound symmetric covariance structures for the two irrigation treatment groups. 
When using nested models in the fi xed portion of the model, there are no missing factors because drought cycle is not 
treated as a crossed experimental factor. Nested models provided meaningful F tests and estimated all the least squares 
means, but the cross-classifi ed model did not. Furthermore, the nested models adequately compared the treatment ef-
fect of sources subjected to asynchronous drought events. We conclude that researchers wishing to analyze data from 
asynchronous drought trials must consider using mixed models with nested fi xed effects. 
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To compare and characterize plant responses to drought, 
researchers may choose to irrigate plants in cycles, and evaluate 
changes in water relations, and plant physiological, anatomical, 
and developmental traits linked to drought tolerance mechanisms 
(Balok and St. Hilaire, 2002; Feser et al., 2005). Plant taxa, irriga-
tion treatment, and drought cycle are factors that are common to 
plant cyclic drought experiments. A species, cultivar or seed source 
could represent plant taxa. Irrigation treatments might consist of a 
control group that is well irrigated to maintain nonstressed plants 
and a drought-stressed group that is exposed to defi cit irrigation. 
Different irrigation scheduling criteria are used to impose drought 
stress. For example, irrigation frequency might be based on plant 
gravimetric moisture loss due to evapotranspiration (Balok and 
St. Hilaire, 2002; St. Hilaire et al., 2003), applying water to wet 
a depth of soil (Tipton, 1994) or on a set interval (St. Hilaire et 
al., 2004). 

In experiments where plant taxa (sources) are subjected to 
multiple drought events, scientists may apply drought treatments in 
two ways. First, all plants in each source could be treated equally 
over the same period if a drought cycle is terminated at a set period 
and data are taken from plants in both the control and drought 
treatments. All plants are rewatered and a new cycle starts. Second, 
drought status could be assessed separately for each source. Since 

a drought cycle is terminated at a time particular to this source, 
each source will have a unique set of drought cycle durations. 
Also, data collected at the end of a drought cycle will be unique 
to this source. This produces an asynchronous data set. 

Data from synchronous cyclic drought trials might be sepa-
rately analyzed for each drought cycle (Marron et al., 2003) or 
all data might be analyzed with a cross-classifi ed model (Feser 
et al., 2005). The cross-classifi ed model is typically used with 
factorial treatment structures. Analogous approaches might be 
considered for asynchronous data. Data for each combination 
of source and drought cycle from asynchronous cyclic drought 
trials could be analyzed separately. Such an analysis only allows 
drought-stressed trees to be compared to control trees and does 
not allow drought cycles or sources to be compared. Alternatively, 
attempts to analyze all data using a cross-classifi ed model with the 
asynchronous data set are problematic because some combinations 
of drought cycle and source are missing. Truncating later drought 
cycles for some sources to create a complete data structure that 
has the same number of drought cycles for all sources resolves 
problems arising from an incomplete data structure but introduces 
a new set of problems. This approach compares sources averaged 
across different amounts of time rather than different numbers 
of drought cycles. Furthermore, only part of the available data is 
analyzed; removing later drought cycles for some sources may limit 
a researcher’s ability to determine if plants with shorter drought 
cycles might be physiologically distinct. Using all available data 
in a single analysis may be desirable. In addition to allowing 
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more hypotheses to be tested, statistical approaches that use all 
available data may use the data more effi ciently and so may be 
more powerful for some statistical comparisons.

Several diffi culties are encountered when attempting to in-
corporate all data from asynchronous cyclic drought trials into a 
single analysis. Because multiple observations are taken from each 
tree, errors might be serially correlated. In addition, it is possible 
that the drought treatment induces changes to the mean response 
and greater variability in the data. Both lack of independence and 
nonconstant variance are violations of typical analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) model assumptions. Even if a researcher overlooks 
these violations, the intentionally incomplete data structure causes 
obvious problems in obtaining fi xed effect estimates.

Both violations of ANOVA model assumptions can be addressed 
using linear mixed model (mixed model) analyses that can be 
implemented with SAS PROC MIXED software (SAS Institute, 
Cary, N.C.). Garrett et al. (2004) included mixed models in a 
discussion of statistical tools that have the potential to improve 
data analyses in plant pathology. In a paper aimed at encouraging 
more widespread use of mixed models in agricultural research, 
Piepho et al. (2003) provide an introduction to “ANOVA-type” 
mixed models such as those appropriate for analyzing split-plot 
experiments. The traditional analysis uses the whole-plot error 
term to model a constant covariance, (and therefore correla-
tion) between errors taken from the same whole plot. Littell et 
al. (1996) compared PROC GLM to PROC MIXED analyses 
of split-plot data. For balanced data, PROC GLM and PROC 
MIXED typically produce the same results. Unlike PROC GLM, 
PROC MIXED can produce a correct analysis even when data are 
unbalanced. In a comparison of traditional ANOVA approaches 
to the likelihood-based methods implemented in PROC MIXED, 
Littell (2002) concluded that PROC MIXED resolves many of 
the computational problems associated with applying traditional 
ANOVA methods and software to mixed models. 

Piepho et al. (2004) go beyond the traditional “ANOVA-type” 
mixed models and discuss applying mixed models to analyzing 
repeated measurements data. Feser et al. (2005) used mixed model 
methodology to analyze data from synchronized drought cycles. 
They incorporated fi xed effects for all three main effects and their 
interactions and used SAS PROC MIXED software to select and 
model an appropriate repeated measures covariance structure. 
Padgett-Johnson et al. (2003), however, used a split-in-time (i.e., 
a split-plot) analysis when analyzing similar data. Because this 
type of data may exhibit decreasing correlation through time, the 
split-plot analysis, which models a constant correlation between 
errors from the same experimental unit may or may not be ap-
propriate. The error structure implied by the split-plot analysis is 
a special case of the compound symmetric covariance structure. 
While the compound symmetric covariance structure is one of the 
most commonly used structures for this type of data (Wolfi nger, 
1996), other covariance structures should be considered.

A major advantage of mixed model methodology is the capabil-
ity to appropriately model covariance structures for longitudinal 
or repeated measures data (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). 
Analyses based on models with incorrectly specifi ed covariance 
structure do not provide correct estimates of SEs (Diggle et al., 
1994; Littell et al., 1998; Schabenberger and Pierce, 2002). Mixed 
model methodology allows valid inferences based on correct SE 
estimates (Garrett et al., 2004). Several different parsimonious 
covariance models including some that model decreasing correla-
tion through time or space are available in SAS PROC MIXED 
software. Mixed model methodology can also accommodate 

modeling heterogeneous covariance structures and multiple 
random effects. In addition, as long as missing data points occur 
at random and are not related to treatments, mixed model analy-
ses can accommodate missing data (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 
2000). Wolfi nger (1996) indicates that mixed models also can 
accommodate data that are intentionally incomplete. 

When there are missing cells in the cross-classifi ed fi xed por-
tion of a mixed model, some of the least squares means are not 
estimable. Because statistical software such as SAS/STAT PROC 
MIXED will not compute least squares means (LSMs) that are 
inestimable (SAS version 9.1), obtaining desired estimates and 
comparisons may become diffi cult. Additionally, the interpreta-
tion of the usual F tests produced using standard software is no 
longer straightforward (Pendleton et al., 1986). 

Analyzing data from asynchronous cyclic drought trials using 
models for the fi xed portion of the model that treat drought cycle 
as nested within source provides an alternative to the analyses 
based on cross-classifi ed models. Nested models treat drought 
cycles as unique events within each source and more readily ac-
commodate different numbers of drought cycles within sources. 
Furthermore, nested models accommodate comparing sources 
using all available data. Nested models eliminate some of the 
diffi culties associated with using the cross-classifi ed model to 
analyze data from asynchronous drought trials.

The objectives of this paper were to apply mixed model meth-
odology to obtain an appropriate model for the repeated measures 
covariance structure and, once a covariance structure was selected, 
compare statistical analyses of asynchronous drought cycle data 
based on the cross-classifi ed fi xed effects model to analyses based 
on the drought cycle nested within source model(s). Our approach 
was to compare statistical outputs from the cross-classifi ed model 
with the nested and the reduced nested model. We also discuss 
contrasts and comparisons that are meaningful to drought cycle 
nested within source models as well as appropriate interpretations 
of those comparisons. 

Materials and Methods

The data set used for this study was selected from a study of 
drought responses of 15 half-sibling sources of bigtooth maples 
indigenous to Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah (Table 1). 
Plants were grown in a greenhouse in New Mexico and irrigated 
every 2 d (well-irrigated controls) or exposed to drought and 
irrigated when pots lost 56% of their moisture due to evapo-
transpiration. Preliminary experiments indicated that a moisture 
loss of 56% was suffi cient to cause severe plant stress but not 
plant mortality. At the end of every drought cycle, physiological 
measurements such as midday water potential were taken. Mid-
day water potential was taken from fully expanded leaves with 
a pressure chamber (PMS Instruments, Corvallis, Ore.). Drought 
treatment was terminated after 117 d. The number and duration 
of drought cycles among the plant sources varied because of 
differences in evapotranspiration (Table 1). 

The experimental design began with fi ve complete blocks with 
a treated and a control tree from each source within each block. 
Treatment (TRT), source (SOR), and drought cycle (DC) were 
fi xed model factors, and block (BLK) was a random factor. Garrett 
et al. (2004) discuss fi xed vs. random factors; decisions to treat 
factors as fi xed or random were made in a manner consistent with 
their discussion. For example, because the SOR levels included in 
the study represented all levels of interest to the researchers, SOR 
was a fi xed factor. Replications were laid out in blocks. Because 
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the experiment was conducted in a greenhouse, block effects were 
expected to be small and interactions between the blocking factor 
and the repeated factor (DC) were not expected. The response 
variable was midday water potential. Water potential indicates the 
tension in the plant as it draws water from the growing substrate 
to satisfy transpiration. Because water potential is measured in 
negative megapascals, we analyzed magnitudes. Water potential 
of the plant is usually highest (most negative) around midday. We 
intended to measure midday water potential for each tree within a 
source at the end of each drought cycle, however, there was some 
very slight imbalance in the data. Seven measurements from AZ 
(tree originating from the Chiricahua Mountains in Arizona), one 
from GM2 (the tree designated as the second seed source origi-
nating from the Guadalupe Mountains of Texas), and one from 
UW1 (tree designated as the fi rst seed source from a west-facing 
slope in the Logan Canyon of Utah) were missing because fully 
expanded leaves were not available at the time of measurement. 
The total data set consisted of 810 measurements.

We compared the cross-classifi ed model with two other models 
where drought cycles were nested within source. All analyses 
were executed using SAS PROC MIXED software (SAS version 
9.1) and incorporated appropriate modeling of random effects 
and an appropriate model for the correlation structure among the 
residuals within a tree. Our analysis revealed that a model fi tting 
separate compound symmetric (CS) covariance structures to the 
two treatment groups adequately fi t our data.

Results and Discussion

THE MODELS. The SAS code given in Table 2 was used to 
analyze the data using either a cross-classifi ed model, nested 
or reduced-nested model for the fi xed portion of the model, 
depending on which of the three model statements is used. The 
cross-classifi ed model incorporated fi xed effects for all main 
effects and their interactions. The nested model treated DC as 
nested within TRT. Consequently, this model did not incorporate 
a drought cycle main effect. To accommodate modeling drought 
cycle as nested within SOR, DC and the SOR × DC interaction 
that appear in the cross-classifi ed model were replaced in the 
nested model with the nested drought cycle effect, DC(SOR), 
and the TRT*DC and SOR*TRT*DC effects that appear in the 

cross-classifi ed model are replaced with the TRT*DC(SOR) ef-
fect. The removal of the DC(SOR) effect from the nested model 
created the reduced-nested model. This model may be simpler 
to use in some cases where the researcher chooses to specify 
contrasts and obtain estimates not automatically provided with 
an LSMEANS statement. 

All models included a block random effect and specifi ed a com-
pound symmetric (CS) covariance structure for observations taken 
from the same tree. The block random effect was specifi ed using a 
RANDOM statement while the CS structure was specifi ed using a 
REPEATED statement. Within the REPEATED statement, DC was 
defi ned to be the repeated factor, the SUBJECT=BLK*SOR*TRT 
option uniquely identifi ed each subject (i.e., each tree), and the 
TYPE=CS option specifi ed the CS covariance structure. The op-
tion GROUP=TRT fi tted separate covariance parameters for the 
drought-stress and well-watered plants. Sample variances for the 
drought-stress plants were larger than those of the well-watered 
group. The GROUP option incorporated variance heterogeneity 
into the model. The option DDFM=KR (denominator df = Ken-
ward–Roger) specifi ed that the Kenward–Roger adjusted df and 
bias-adjusted SEs be used. Statistical simulations show that the 
Kenward–Roger procedure adequately adjusts df and SE estimates 
(Schabenberger and Pierce, 2002).

CHOOSING A MODEL FOR THE COVARIANCE STRUCTURE. Because 
repeated measures data such as these data might be expected to be 
serially correlated with decreasing correlations between observa-
tions farther apart in time, several different covariance structures 
were considered before choosing the CS structure. Competing 
covariance structures were compared using both the Akaike 
criterion (AIC) and the Schwarz’s Bayesian criterion (SBC). 
Both are commonly used information criteria (IC). Wolfi nger 
(1996) noted that the most parsimonious covariance structure 
model that provides a reasonable fi t to the data gives the most 
effi cient inferences about the mean model. Schabenberger and 
Pierce (2002) cautioned modelers to limit the extent to which 
they model their data. They recommended selecting the most 
parsimonious model if several covariance structure models with 
similar IC values emerge. While likelihood ratio tests could be 
used to compare nested models, interest usually lies in compar-
ing some models that are not nested. Information criteria can be 
used to compare models that are not nested as long as the fi xed 

Table 1. Seed source, tree designation, latitude, and longitude of 15 half-siblings of bigtooth maples used to test 
drought responses. Included are the number of drought cycles completed and the mean length of each drought 
cycle that plants completed at the end of 117 d of drought treatment. 

 Tree Drought cycles completed

Seed source (state) designation Lat. (°N) Long. (°W) (no.) [mean length (d)]
Chiricahua Mountains (Ariz.) AZ 31.592 109.356 5 22
Dripping Springs State Park (N.M.) DS 32.389 106.813 5 18
Guadalupe Mountains (Texas)  GM1 31.90 104.867 5 17
  GM2 31.90 104.867 5 21
  GM3 31.90 104.867 7 16
  GM4 31.90 104.867 6 17
Lost Maples State Park (Texas)  LMP1 29.49 99.35 6 16
  LMP2 29.49 99.35 7 17
  LMP3 29.49 99.35 5 23
  LMP4 29.49 99.35 5 21
  LMP5 29.49 99.35 5 19
Logan Canyon (Utah)  UN1 41.46 110.490 5 23

  UN2 41.46 110.490 5 20
  UW1 41.46 110.490 5 23
  UW2 41.46 110.490 6 19
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effects portion of the model remains constant (Littell et al., 2000; 
Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). When computing IC to select a 
covariance model, the reduced nested model was used in the fi xed 
portion. As discussed below, all three fi xed models are saturated 
and consequently any of the three would lead to selecting the 
same covariance model. The reduced nested model requires less 
computational memory. 

Candidate covariance structures should be chosen on the 
basis of the data structure and the researcher’s understanding of 
the data being modeled. Descriptive statistics and residual plots 
may also be useful in identifying candidate structures. Wolfi n-
ger (1996) notes that the three most commonly used covariance 
structures in repeated measures situations are the CS, fi rst-order 
autoregressive [AR(1)], and unstructured (UN). For the current 
data, separate covariance structures were fi t for control and treated 
trees. Preliminary descriptive analyses suggested the need for this; 
both graphical data summaries and sample standard deviations 
indicated that measurements from drought-treated trees were 
more variable than those from control trees. 

Models considered included one incorporating a CS structure 
(AIC=1129.8; SBC=1128.7), separate CS structures for the two 
treatment groups (AIC=1059.4; SBC=1057.5), separate AR(1) 
structures (AIC=1073.6; SBC=1085.7), and separate AR(1) struc-
tures for each combination of drought cycle group and treatment 
(AIC=1075.2; SBC=1070.1). All models except the fi rst AR(1) 
model included a random block effect; the block effect was re-
moved from this model because of convergence problems. SAS 
version 9.1 implements a “smaller is better” version of the IC and, 
of these models, the model fi tting the separate CS structures for 
the two treatment groups had the smallest AIC (1059.4) as well 
as the smallest SBC (1057.5). An additional model correspond-
ing to independent errors within a tree was fi t (AIC=1153.7; 
SBC=1152.9). All candidate covariance structures provided an 
improvement over the independence model. 

The CS structure models constant correlation through time 
and is a simple structure that usually is equivalent to the basic 
“split-in-time” structure. For these data, the AR(1) structure or a 
similar structure which models a decreasing correlation through 
time should be considered among the candidate models. However, 
neither the AIC nor the SBC suggest that the AR(1) provides a 
better fi t than the CS structure. The AR(1) structure assumes 
measurements are equally spaced through time. Because a source 
that underwent seven drought cycles had measurements taken 

more frequently than one that had fi ve drought cycles, there are 
conceptual problems with the fi rst AR(1) model. The second AR(1) 
model resolves this problem. To create groups with approximately 
equally-spaced measurements, sources were fi rst grouped into 
those that underwent fi ve, six, and seven drought cycles, then 
separate AR(1) structures were fi t to each combination of drought 
cycle group and treatment. This model did not provide better fi t 
than the separate groups CS structure. 

The spatial covariance structure SP(POW) provides a gen-
eralization of the AR(1) covariance structure that allows for 
unequally spaced measurements. An attempt to fi t this structure 
using days apart to measure the distance between measurements 
failed to converge. Piepho et al. (2004) indicate that when this 
occurs, a simpler correlation model is needed. While model 
misspecifi cation could cause convergence failure, numerical 
problems with the data may cause convergence diffi culties. SAS 
documentation or a statistician should be consulted to fi nd the 
approaches needed to circumvent the numerical problems if the 
researcher has a particular interest in fi tting a model that initially 
fails to converge. 

For repeated measures data, it is often desirable to include an 
unstructured (UN) covariance model (Littell et al., 1998) in the 
set of candidate models. For the current data a similar concep-
tual problem arises as with the AR(1) model. If the variances 
at each drought cycle are distinct and the correlations between 
each pair of drought cycles is also distinct, it seems unlikely that 
the UN covariance structure for trees subjected to fi ve drought 
cycles would be the same as the covariance structure for trees 
subjected to seven drought cycles. Consequently, separate UN 
structures must be fi t to each combination of drought cycle group 
and treatment. The computing memory required to estimate this 
many covariance parameters is excessive. Consequently, we 
did not pursue the UN covariance structure. Some additional 
covariance structures were considered including some allowing 
heterogeneous variances for DCs (Wolfi nger, 1996). The reader 
is referred to SAS documentation for a complete description of 
available covariance structures. Several of the references including 
Littell et al. (2000) and Verbeke and Molenberghs (2000) provide 
more detail on modeling covariance structure in longitudinal or 
repeated measures data. 

While the parameters in the covariance portion of the model 
are not typically of primary interest, examining the covariance 
parameter estimates may provide insight into how the response 
variable behaves. For the current data, statistical analysis revealed 
that the block variance component was very small (0.000949) 
relative to the variance estimates. This suggested that location 
within the greenhouse had little effect. While the control group 
residual variance parameter estimate was 0.1263 and the control 
covariance estimate was –0.00153, the corresponding estimates 
were substantially larger for the drought treated trees (0.2615 
and 0.08179). It is likely that the covariance between control tree 
measurements is negligible because trees within a source were 
initially fairly homogeneous. If trees initially had been more het-
erogeneous, then the covariance parameter estimate might have 
been larger and positive. In contrast, drought tree measurements 
were both more variable and more highly correlated through time. 
Subjecting trees to drought might be expected to induce greater 
variability since some individual trees respond more severely to 
the same level of moisture stress than others. For that reason, the 
higher correlation among drought tree measurements through time 
is not surprising. Subjecting the trees to drought stress induces a 
sort of heterogeneity as the individuals that are more susceptible 

Table 2. SAS code used to analyze asynchronous cyclic drought data 
using either a cross-classifi ed model, nested or reduced-nested model, 
depending on which of the three model statements is used. In the 
code below, “SOR” refers to source of origin of half-sibling plants 
of bigtooth maples (Table 1), “BLK” to block, “TRT” to irrigation 
treatment, and “DC” to drought cycles. The output for the cross-
classifi ed model and the nested model is given in Tables 3 and 4, 
respectively. The output for the reduced-nested model is similar to 
that of the nested model.

PROC MIXED DATA = DAT1;
CLASS SOR BLK TRT DC;
MODEL MIDDAY = SOR TRT DC SOR*TRT SOR*DC TRT*DC 
SOR*TRT*DC/DDFM=KR; /*cross-classifi ed model*/
MODEL MIDDAY = SOR TRT SOR*TRT DC(SOR) TRT*DC(SOR)/
DDFM=KR; /*nested model*/
MODEL MIDDAY = SOR TRT SOR*TRT TRT*DC(SOR)/DDFM=KR; 
/*reduced-nested model*/
RANDOM BLK;
REPEATED DC/SUBJECT=BLK*SOR*TRT TYPE=CS GROUP=TRT;
RUN;
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to that stress tend to have a higher (i.e., more negative) midday 
water potential than those that are less vulnerable. 

LEAST SQUARES MEANS. An LSMEANS statement appended to 
the SAS code in Table 2 gives least squares means (LSMs) based 
on the estimated generalized least squares estimates (Littell, 2002). 
For example, the statement “LSMEANS SOR TRT SOR*TRT 
SOR*TRT*DC;” appended to the SAS code for the cross-clas-
sifi ed model, obtains the LSMs corresponding to a subset of the 
effects listed in the cross-classifi ed model. 

Least squares means are obtained by averaging across the 
levels of other model factors. For the cross-classifi ed model, 
treatment, most source, and most source × treatment LSMs were 
not estimable (Table 3). This result is expected because, under the 
crossed-classifi ed model, there are missing cells (due to missing 
combinations of SOR and DC) (Yandell, 1997). Missing treatment 
combinations (i.e., missing cells) create diffi culties beyond those 
encountered with unbalanced data where all treatment combina-
tions are represented in the data but in unequal numbers. If all 
sources had been subjected to the same number of drought cycles, 
then the few missing observations for AZ, GM2, and UW1 that 
occurred would not have created this problem because these 
missing observations did not lead to any missing combinations 
of source, treatment and drought cycle. 

The nested model estimated all LSMs corresponding to model 
effects (Table 4). For effects included in the reduced-nested model, 
all LSMs are equal to those computed using the nested model. 
Under the nested models, there are no missing cells. Modeling 
drought cycle as nested within source implies that drought cycles 
are unique to each source and that there may be different num-
bers of drought cycles within different sources. Under the nested 
model or the reduced-nested model, the LSM for a given source 
and treatment combination is the average of the source by treat-
ment by drought cycle LSMs corresponding to that source and 
treatment combination. Similarly, treatment LSMs are formed to 
give equal weighting to each of the sources by averaging source 
by treatment LSMs across the 15 sources. 

 While the appropriate estimates and comparisons can be 
obtained with the cross-classifi ed model, individual ESTIMATE 
statements must be written for each one that is not automatically 
provided by the LSMEANS statement. Much more statistical 
programming is required to obtain them than with the nested and 
reduced-nested models. For this data set, a single ESTIMATE 
statement can easily require specifying more than a hundred 
coeffi cients. 

F TESTS. Once a model is selected for the covariance structure, 
inference about fi xed effects proceeds almost as if one were us-
ing a fi xed effects model and PROC GLM (Littell et al., 2000). 
Piepho et al. (2003) briefl y discuss the differences in traditional 
tools and mixed model methodology but note that Types I, II, and 
III hypotheses are the same in both cases. Using a cross-classifi ed 
model, the F tests generated from the analysis of asynchronous 
drought data are problematic. Type III hypotheses are the default 
for SAS PROC MIXED software. If the data were merely unbal-
anced (with all treatment factor combinations represented in the 
data) then these default tests would be appropriate. However, 
when there are missing factor combinations, the situation is more 
complicated. Type I and Type II tests correspond to hypotheses 
that depend on the parameters of interest and the sample sizes 
(Pendleton et al., 1986). If unbalanced data are used with the 
cross-classifi ed model, then Type II tests are misleading (Yandell, 
1997). Type III tests are generally recommended for unbalanced 
data that does not contain missing cells (Pendleton et al., 1986; 
Yandell, 1997). Type IV hypotheses may depend on arbitrary 
aspects of the treatment level ordering (Milliken and Johnson, 
1992; Pendleton et al., 1986) and are not available in PROC 
MIXED. Consequently, when there are missing cells, none of 
the four types of hypotheses can be uniformly recommended 
and contrasts of interests must be crafted carefully (Pendleton 
et al., 1986; Urquhart and Weeks, 1978). Under the cross-clas-
sifi ed model, F tests automatically produced by SAS software 
should not be used.

Under the nested model, there are no missing factor combina-
tions and drought cycle is not treated as a “factor” in the usual 
sense. Although our data were slightly unbalanced, under the 
nested model there were no missing cells, and concerns about the 
validity of the F tests are resolved. When there are concerns about 
the hypotheses being tested, the E3 option can be added to the 
model statement in the SAS code to show the coeffi cients that are 
used to form the F test hypotheses. Type III tests (the SAS PROC 
MIXED software default) should be used (Yandell, 1997). 

The main advantage to using the reduced-nested model is that 
contrast construction is simplifi ed because there is no DC(SOR) 
effect. The LSMs and SEs are equal to those obtained using the 
nested model (Table 4). Additionally, Type III F tests of SOR, 
TRT, and SOR*TRT are the same as in the nested model (P < 
0.0001 for all three tests). The test of TRT*DC(SOR) differs. In the 
nested model, the test of DC(SOR) suggests that drought cycles, 
averaged across control and treatment, vary within sources (P < 

Table 3. Representative output from the LSMEANS and ESTIMATE statement using the statistical analysis system 
(SAS) code for the cross-classifi ed model. Bigtooth maple sources were subjected to 117 d of cyclic drought. 

 Source Treatment Drought cycle
Effect (SOR) (TRT) (DC) Estimate Error df t P > t
SOR AZz   Non-esty . . . .
SOR DS   Non-est . . . .
SOR GM3   2.187 0.8350 62.8 26.2 <0.0001
TRT  Control  Non-est . . . .
TRT  Drought  Non-est . . . .
SOR × TRT AZ Control  Non-est  . . . .
SOR × TRT AZ Drought  Non-est . . . .
SOR × TRT GM3 Control  1.957 0.0591 32.2 33.1 <0.0001
SOR × TRT GM3 Drought  2.417 0.1550 47.5 15.6 <0.0001
SOR × TRT × DC AZ Control 1 2.580 0.1586 318 16.3 <0.0001
SOR × TRT × DC AZ Control 2 1.640 0.1586 318 10.3 <0.0001
zSeed source: AZ = Chiricahua Mountains, Ariz.; DS = Dripping Springs State Park, N.M.; GM3 = the third tree 
from the Guadalupe Mountains, Texas.
yNon-est = nonestimable.
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0.0001). But the test of TRT*DC(SOR) suggests that, within a 
given source, the difference between treatments may be somewhat 
consistent across drought cycles (P = 0.2454). The reduced model 
does not provide separate tests of these two effects. Consequently 
the test of TRT*DC(SOR) pools the information in the nested 
model’s DC(SOR) and TRT*DC(SOR) test. This combined test 
refl ects the variability in drought cycles within sources and yields 
P < 0.0001.

SATURATED AND UNSATURATED MODELS. The cross-classifi ed, 
nested and reduced-nested models are saturated models that 
fi t a mean to each cell (that is, to each unique combination of 
DC, TRT, and SOR). In some cases, researchers fi t unsaturated 
models to overcome the estimability problems encountered 
with the cross-classifi ed model. For example, researchers may 
use a main effects only model or a model that excludes drought 
cycle and all interactions involving drought cycle. Eliminating 
effects from a model to reduce computational diffi culties is not 
equivalent to choosing an unsaturated model based on applying 
a model selection procedure to the data. While this strategy may 
appear to resolve computational problems, an unsaturated model 
may create other problems. 

One problem is that effects have been eliminated from the 
model even though they may account for a large portion of the 
response variability. Consequently, estimates of fi xed effects 
remaining in the model are unadjusted for eliminated effects and 
may be biased, particularly when data are unbalanced. Because 
the variability associated with the eliminated effects is essentially 
pooled with the other unexplained variability, variance estimates 
and SEs of estimates may be larger. Furthermore, estimates of the 
covariance components are consistent only when the mean is 
correctly specifi ed (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). 

Even though the cross-classifi ed, nested, and reduced-nested 
models are in some respects equivalent because all three are 
saturated models, the effects of the nested models more accurately 
refl ect the experimental procedures of asynchronous drought trials. 
While the nested nature of the drought cycles is not as obvious as 
when the nested factor is a more familiar concept like genetic lines 
nested within location or location nested within region, drought 
cycles are established uniquely within each tree source. Conse-
quently, for asynchronous drought cycle data, drought cycle is 
nested within source. Since drought cycle is nested within source, 
the nested models accommodate the different numbers of drought 
cycles that are expected within different sources. Estimation and 
inference refl ect the more natural fi t of the nested models and  

these models provide estimates and appropriate tests.
MEANS COMPARISONS AND TREATMENT EFFECTS. Researchers 

should construct hypotheses of interest and test these hypotheses 
whether or not the tests are automatically provided in an omnibus 
F test or with the LSMEANS statement and the PDIFF option. 
In the next two sections, we focus on preplanned comparisons. 
We will follow the convention of Ramsey and Schafer (2002). 
They suggest that preplanned tests should be conducted without 
adjusting probability values regardless of the statistical signifi -
cance of the F test. Probability values for post hoc or unplanned 
comparisons should be adjusted (Ramsey and Schafer, 2002). We 
recommend using the reduced-nested model when writing many 
CONTRAST statements because CONTRAST statements for the 
reduced-nested model are often shorter than the corresponding 
CONTRAST statement for the nested model. Researchers should 
consult a statistician when writing CONTRAST and ESTIMATE 
statements as these can become very complicated. Contrasts are 
useful statistical tools because treatment differences or interactions 
could be confi rmed signifi cant with contrasts when an analysis of 
variance suggests there are no treatment differences or signifi cant 
interactions (Marini, 2003).

For asynchronous drought cycle trials, specifi c preplanned 
comparisons are likely to be of greater interest and importance 
than any of the omnibus F tests. In particular, within source 
comparisons of control to drought-stressed groups are likely to 
be one set of preplanned comparisons. While these experiments 
are well-designed for purposes of comparing drought treated to 
control trees within each source, researchers must be cautious 
when comparing sources to one another. This is particularly true 
when comparing drought-treated sources to one another. Because 
drought cycle sequences and durations are unique to each source, 
there is confounding between sources and the drought treatment 
sequence, and comparisons between sources must be interpreted 
carefully.

Asynchronous drought trials are unavoidable even though 
their analysis and interpretation is complex. Because gravimetric 
water loss is the basic way to determine water loss from a grow-
ing substrate (Handreck and Black, 2002), researchers must craft 
drought-stress experiments that are clued into gravimetric water 
loss from the growing substrate. These experimental approaches 
will produce asynchronous drought cycles if plants are subjected 
to multiple drought events. While researchers might initially se-
lect plants that they anticipate will transpire at equivalent rates, 
differences in physiology still may create asynchronous trials. 

Table 4. Representative output from the nested model that treated drought cycle as nested within treatment. SAS 
code is given in Table 2. Bigtooth maple sources were subjected to 117 cyclic drought treatments.

 Source Treatment Drought cycle
Effect (SOR) (TRT) (DC) Estimate Error df t P > t
SOR AZz   2.102 0.0959 105 21.9 <0.0001
SOR DS   2.278 0.0898 84.6 25.3 <0.0001
SOR GM3   2.187 0.8350 62.8 26.2 <0.0001
TRT  Control  1.727 0.0221 4.64 78.2 <0.0001
TRT  Drought  2.427 0.0441 44.2 54.9 <0.0001
SOR × TRT AZ Control  1.699 0.0783 82.8 21.7 <0.0001
SOR × TRT AZ Drought  2.504 0.1741 73.5 14.4 <0.0001
SOR × TRT GM3 Control  1.957 0.0591 32.2  33.1 <0.0001
SOR × TRT GM3 Drought  2.417 0.1550 47.5 15.6 <0.0001
TRT × DC(SOR) AZ Control 1 2.580 0.1586 318 16.3 <0.0001
TRT × DC(SOR) AZ Control 2 1.640 0.1586 318 10.3 <0.0001
zSeed source abbreviations: AZ = Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona; DS = Dripping Springs State Park, N.M.; GM3 
= the third tree from the Guadalupe Mountains, Texas.
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Alternatively, adding moisture to the growing substrate to syn-
chronize drought treatments destroys the concept of gravimetric 
moisture loss due to transpiration. In this case, some plants would 
be released temporarily from stress and any pre-stress steady-
state rate of growth would be altered. Furthermore, the pattern of 
resumption of growth after drought stress relief depends on level 
of stress and the taxa (Hsiao, 1973). So, the addition of moisture 
to the growing medium could materially affect the outcome of 
the experiment. 

For the nested and reduced-nested models, the LSMEANS 
statement provides many of the means comparisons likely to be 
of interest. For example, an LSMEANS statement with a PDIFF 
option can obtain t tests that compare all source × treatment 
estimates to one another. This allows estimates of the average 
response to be compared across the duration of the experiment 
and consequently over the same time period. In particular, within 
source comparisons of drought treatment to control trees are of 
primary interest and are a subset of the comparisons produced 
by this LSMEANS statement. For our current data, these com-
parisons revealed that for all sources, drought-stressed trees had 
signifi cantly higher (more negative) average midday measure-
ments than control trees. 

Another subset of comparisons provided by this same 
LSMEANS statement is the sources within controls and sources 
within drought-treatment comparisons. The current dataset 
reveals that relatively few of these comparisons are signifi cant. 
However, one of the exceptions is the comparison of the DS (the 
tree originating from Dripping Springs State Park) droughted 
trees (–2.75 MPa) to the GM2 droughted trees (–3.65 MPa). The 
difference is estimated to be −0.90 MPa and is highly signifi cant 
(P = 0.0003). Because drought cycles are nested within sources, 
it may be desirable to confi rm that treatment effects (treatment 
– control differences) are different for these two sources. The 
comparison of these treatment effects correspond to assessing 
whether or not there is a DS vs. GM2 × treatment interaction. 
The following estimate statement can be used with either the 
nested or reduced-nested model and compares the DS to the 
GM2 treatment effects. 

ESTIMATE “DS vs. GM2 TREATMENT EFFECTS” 
SOR*TRT 0 0 –1 1 0 0 1 –1; 

This yields the estimate –0.88 MPa and confi rms that the DS 
and GM2 treatment effects differ (P = 0.0008). The estimate 
of the difference in treatment effects differed little from the 
estimate of treated source differences. While it is possible for 
these two estimates to differ substantially, large differences are 
more likely to occur when comparing sources at a particular 
drought cycle, for example at the fi rst drought cycle, than when 
averaging across the duration of the experiment. As previously 
noted, source differences should be interpreted carefully. In this 
case, data are averaged across fi ve drought cycles when DS is 
compared to GM2. However, drought cycle durations averaged 
18 d for DS vs. 21 d for GM2. Consequently, it is possible that 
the difference might be due to the greater stress endured by GM2 
rather than to source differences alone. The difference in drought 
cycle duration is relatively minor, only 3 d. Consequently, the 
data indicates that DS endured lesser water tension (less stress) 
even though its drought cycles were shorter. 

Treatment effect comparisons correspond to interaction con-
trasts and control for the infl uence of environmental conditions on 
the days when measurements are taken. They are more appropriate 
than simply comparing treated source means. For example, at the 
end of the fi rst drought cycle, midday water potential measure-
ments for each source were taken on a single day but the date of 

measurement differed among sources. Using treatment effects to 
compare sources’ response to treatment adjusts for the infl uence 
of daily fl uctuations in environmental conditions. 

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTED CONTRASTS. In this section, we discuss 
two additional sets of specifi c hypotheses and contrasts. The fi rst 
set of contrasts partitions the drought cycles into those common to 
all sources and compares averages based on the common drought 
cycles to one another. In addition, for those sources with more 
drought cycles, the average of the fi rst set of drought cycles can 
be compared to the average of the later drought cycles. This com-
parison can determine whether the response differs between the 
earlier and later drought cycles or whether there are differences 
between sources having shorter and longer drought cycle durations. 
These contrasts may be made within treated or within control 
plants and also might be used to compare treatment effects. 

In our data set, the source AZ (tree originating from the Chir-
icahua Mountains in Arizona) completed fi ve drought cycles but 
the source GM3 (the third tree from the Guadalupe Mountains) 
completed seven. A comparison of AZ to GM3 treatment effects 
gave P = 0.1746 and suggested no difference (Table 5). This 
comparison involved averaging across fi ve drought cycles for 
AZ and seven drought cycles for GM3. A comparison of the AZ 
to the GM3 early treatment effects yields P = 0.0938. While the 
conclusions did not differ in this case, if they had, this or a similar 
set of comparisons might be very revealing about changes that 
occur as trees go through more drought cycles. For example, a 
signifi cant probability value in later drought cycles could indicate 
that one of the tree sources had acclimated to the drought treatment. 
For example, the physiology of a plant could have altered so that 
midday water potential became less negative (lower magnitude) 
because of improved plant water status. 

A comparison of GM3 early controls to GM3 late controls 
reveals a signifi cant difference with the later controls having 
a lower mean. This difference is most likely due to seasonal 
decreases in light and temperature with the concomitant drop in 
moisture loss from the plant. However, this difference strongly 
suggests the need to compare treatment effects instead of simply 
comparing drought treated sources. The comparison of the GM3 
early to late treatment effects suggests there may be no difference 
(P = 0.1499) between early and late treatment effects (Table 5). 

A second set of contrasts can be obtained using an LSMEANS 
statement for TRT*DC(SOR) and PDIFF option. Comparisons of 
treated to control trees within each level of source and drought 
cycle are a subset of the TRT*DC(SOR) LSMs comparisons. These 
allow researchers to contrast the drought-stressed to the control 
trees within a source at each drought cycle and to identify break 
points where the magnitude of the treatment effect changes. These 
differences can help explore the impact of prolonged drought on 
the trees. For example, consider the trend of decreasing differ-
ences (treatment effects) in midday water potential for the source 
AZ (Table 6). Additional comparisons can be used to determine 
which of the individual drought cycle treatment effects differ 
signifi cantly. Despite the fact that, in the nested model, the F test 
for TRT*DC(SOR) was not signifi cant, source AZ comparisons 
of treatment effects at the different drought cycles reveals that 
the drought cycle one treatment effect differs signifi cantly from 
the drought cycle four and the drought cycle fi ve treatment ef-
fects (Table 6).

Recommendations

In both synchronous and asynchronous drought trials, re-
searchers should use mixed model methodology to adequately 
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Table 5. Representative estimates and comparisons of treatment midday 
water potential partitioned into early and late drought cycles. 

 Estimate
 value
Effect (-MPa) P
AZz control (ctrl) 1.70
AZ drought (drt)  2.50
GM3y ctrl 1.96
GM3 drt 2.42
GM3 ctrl earlyx 2.12
GM3 drt earlyx 2.49
GM3 ctrl latew 1.54
GM3 drt late  2.24
AZ vs. GM3 treatment effects 0.34 0.1746
AZ ctrl vs. GM3 ctrl early treatment effects 0.44 0.0938
GM3 ctrl early vs. GM3 ctrl late 0.58 0.0001
GM3 early vs. GM3 latey treatment effects –0.34 0.1499
zAZ = Seed source from the Chiricahua Mountains, Ariz. 
yGM3 = The third seed source from the Guadalupe Mountains, Texas.
xThe effect “GM3 ctrl early or GM3 drt early” are comparisons based 
on the fi rst fi ve drought cycles (drought cycles 1–5).
wThe effect “GM3 ctrl late or GM3 late” are comparisons based on the 
last two drought cycles (drought cycles 6 and 7).

Table 6. An example of using the Arizona (AZ) source for within source 
and drought cycle comparisons of drought-stressed to control trees 
and within source comparisons of drought cycle treatment effects.

Drought Treatment Difference

cycle Control Drought (treatment effect)
1 2.58 3.94 1.36* az

2 1.64 2.72 1.08* ab
3 1.55 2.42 0.87* ab
4 1.19 1.64 0.45 b
5 1.55 1.80 0.26 b

*Indicates signifi cant difference at P ≤ 0.05 for within drought cycle 
treatment effects.
zLSMeans within a column (within source drought cycle treatment ef-
fects) followed by the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.

model covariance structure features including serial correlation 
and heterogeneity of variance among the repeated measures as 
well as heterogeneity of variance between treatment groups. In 
asynchronous drought trials, the experimental protocol implies 
that different sources will undergo different numbers of drought 
cycles and that sets of drought cycles will be unique to each 
source. A cross-classifi ed model for the fi xed portion of the 
model does not provide the correct analysis of asynchronous 
drought data because there are missing factor combinations. 
Nested models refl ect the experimental protocol that produced the 
data and are recommended for asynchronous trials. On the other 
hand, for synchronized drought trials, a cross-classifi ed model 
is appropriate. When trials are synchronized, drought cycles are 
crossed with source rather than nested within sources; a single 
set of drought cycles is common to all sources and there are no 
missing combinations of source and drought cycle. 

Using the appropriate model does not preclude the need for the 
researcher to consult with a statistician, and to carefully consider 
and construct estimates and contrasts to address specifi c ques-
tions of interest. For asynchronous drought trials, researchers 
might form contrasts to compare sources to each other or treat-
ment effects within a source from one drought cycle to another. 
Particular care should be taken when interpreting comparisons 
of drought-treated sources. 
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